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Busted's success on GTA 5's FiveM servers is also due in no small part to
the list of third-party add-ons that have been created to make the game
more accessible, including the aforementioned Police Pursuit pack. The

community have also created vehicles that allow robbers and cops to take
each other down without having to resort to the frustratingly expensive
work of crafting custom-made cars. Pre-PC release and you're a Robber

named 'Cops and Robbers' (or CnR for short). You're tasked with
sabotaging the Cops. You do this by either stealing their car with a
powerful coolant and then driving it to the nearby supermarket and

blowing it up, or by running the roadblock with the police hidden in a
nearby car and then escape on foot to get past the cops. Cops and

Robbers isn't a big map but it's still loaded with functions and features.
Just like in Cops and Gangstas above, you and all of the other cops work
together to nab the criminal and bring them back to the police station

where the doctor will make them see the light. If you want to do
something different, like attacking an armed suspect, or they resist arrest,
then you'll have to defend yourself with your gun and then attack them if
needed. It's up to you. And remember, you can steal cars and blow them

up! So the good news is that you have a cool character you work with
throughout the gamemode. The bad news is, well, you're not working with
anyone! So you can't form any kind of gang or team (other than a police
vehicle/support fleet). I guess you'd be like everyone else and do your
own thing for CnR, but I wouldn't know. I'm not that great of a player.
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in busted, you have to work as a team to take down the criminal. it's a
simple premise - the criminals are in possession of drugs and money, but
they also have weapons and are organised. the cops are looking to take
them down, and you have to work together to take them down. you have
to work as a team, because if the team loses and an officer is down, then

the whole team will be down. if one officer dies, the other can't revive
him. you have to work as a team, so if someone is dead, the other team

members can't resurrect them. the objective is to see how many cops and
how much money you can make. the more cops you kill, the more money
you make. the more money you make, the more money you can spend on

items to help you take out more cops. this means you'll have to check
your radio and see who's who, and who needs help, so you can take them
out. you can use vehicles to reach places and places to reach vehicles. in
busted, you can use boats to get to places. there are a lot of places to go
to. but that's not all. there are various types of traffic. there are different
types of vehicles. there's the police, and there's robbers and there's the
civilians. there are a lot of traffic. i'm playing busted, a cops 'n' robbers-
style player-made game mode on grand theft auto 5's fivem server, and,
despite my colourful language, i can honestly say it's given me some of
the most fun i've had in san andreas. those of you who've read my gta

roleplay diaries (opens in new tab) here at pc gamer will know how fond i
am of the rp scene, but busted is a great example of the less distinct

diversions from the base game fivem can deliverin this instance,
something rockstar would do well to replicate within its official fold.
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